The scatter-to-primary ratio as a function of varying X-ray absorption measured by computed radiography.
Some scatter studies have previously been conducted using film as a detector. The serious limitations caused by the narrow latitude, the non-linear density response, and the required optical densitometric measurements of film can be avoided by computed radiography (CR) which provides linear numeric data over a wide dynamic range. The imaging plate is used as a large-area detector and the data is analyzed from the computer memory. Variation in the scatter-to-primary ratio within an image caused by absorption differences was simulated in a water-aluminum phantom. The measurement technique showed repeatable results, being comparable to the values expected on the basis of previous studies. A multiple pencil-beam (MPB) imaging device was also compared to a standard 1:12 grid by this technique. The maximal scatter-to-primary ratio in our model was up to 7.9 with no scatter reduction, 1.5 with grid, and 0.4 with the MPB device. The variation caused by the absorption of primary radiation was much less in the MPB modality, and the MPB system was also less sensitive to an increase in the used tube voltage from 60 to 120 kVp. The benefits of multiple pencil-beam imaging in scatter reduction are briefly discussed.